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ATHENA
ATHENA is C++ control framework, in which data processing and analysis is performed.

In the ATLAS development workflow, this repository is also the merge target for developments 

from individual users or groups.

The Athena GitLab repository contains all code that could be built into an ATLAS software 

release.

CPPCHECK

Cppcheck is a static analysis tool for C/C++ code, that provides code analysis to detect 

bugs, undefined behaviour and dangerous coding constructs.

Currently we are working on Cppcheck.

Coverity is a static code analysis tool and dynamic code analysis service. 

The tools enable engineers and security teams to find defects in custom 

source code written in C, C++, Java, C#, JavaScript and more.

Coverity
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Since June 2018 Georgian team was working with Andew

Washbrook and Emil Obreshkov on Coverity and was providing 

Jira Tickets every week, but usage of Coverity in ATLAS  

temporarily stopped, so in January, 2019, activity has been 

postponed.

 We could  provide scan process of  ATHENA repository, but 

we were just making reports.

 Our duties were to analyze status of ATHENA scan and make 

reports, also we were checking defect list, providing reports 

and JIRA Tickets for  defects.

After creating JIRA Tickets for scan, we were manually sending 

them to authors and were getting feedbacks.

COVERITY workflow

Successful COVERITY scans were taking up to 30 

hours.
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https://its.cern.ch/jira/projects/ATLASSQ/issues/ATLASSQ-

28?filter=allopenissues&orderby=cf[13000]+ASC,+priority+DESC,+updated+DESC 4 / 12

https://its.cern.ch/jira/projects/ATLASSQ/issues/ATLASSQ-28?filter=allopenissues&orderby=cf%5b13000%5d+ASC,+priority+DESC,+updated+DESC


https://its.cern.ch/jira/projects/ATLASSQ/issues/ATLASSQ-

3?filter=allopenissues&orderby=cf[13000]+ASC,+priority+DESC,+updated+DESC
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https://its.cern.ch/jira/projects/ATLASSQ/issues/ATLASSQ-3?filter=allopenissues&orderby=cf%5b13000%5d+ASC,+priority+DESC,+updated+DESC
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1. Cloning ATHENA repository from GitLab using git 

clone command and getting Athena folder locally

2. Scanning ATHENA repository with Cppcheck and 

getting defect list in .xml file format

3. Find authors of defects on GitLab with git log 

command in command line

4. Reading and parsing .xml manually in Excel

5. Grouping latest defects with merge-request date 

6. Creating JIRA TICKET  

7. Generating defects on cppcheck-list.web.cern.ch

Cppcheck workflow steps

We started scanning Simulation folder with 

cppcheck. Simulation folder scans were 

successful, so we moved to whole ATHENA 

repository scanning, which means: 
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http://cppcheck-list.web.cern.ch/cppcheck-list/


Defect list in .xml file format
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Fast Navigation

cppcheck-list.web.cern.ch
JIRA Ticket

Gitlab

defect line
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http://cppcheck-list.web.cern.ch/cppcheck-list/
https://its.cern.ch/jira/browse/ATLASSQ-111
https://gitlab.cern.ch/atlas/athena/blob/nightly/master/2019-05-29T2152/InnerDetector/InDetRecTools/SiCombinatorialTrackFinderTool_xk/src/SiTrajectoryElement_xk.cxx
https://gitlab.cern.ch/atlas/athena/blob/nightly/master/2019-05-29T2152/InnerDetector/InDetRecTools/SiCombinatorialTrackFinderTool_xk/src/SiTrajectoryElement_xk.cxx


JIRA Ticket Group administration
We had JIRA Ticket group called “ATLASSQ” with Andrew Washbrook, while we were 

working on COVERITY,  but since Andrew left CERN, we don’t have permissions to 

add authors or become administrators of the group.

Problems

If automatization will be successful, we can propose it for Continuous Integration.

Automatization
Whole process described above is mostly manual, so one of our main goal is to 

make automatization of whole process.

Merge Request
For now, we don’t know if we should attach Cppcheck scanning to Merge Requests. 

We did scan testing and scanned merge request files separately and maximum time 

for scan was seconds.

Scan Frequency
We don’t know how frequently we should scan ATHENA repository and create JIRA 

Tickets and reports.
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Future Steps
Our future steps are:

Get information about frequency of scan (Weekly, Monthly, etc.)

Get information about JIRA Ticket group administration and 

member selection.

Write scripts  for automatization.

Scripts needed for automatization:

1.Cloning ATHENA repository

2.Scan ATHENA with Cppcheck and get defects in .xml

3.Reading, inserting tags into xml and writing 

information in these tags

4.Automatization of JIRA Ticket creation

5.Reading xml and transfer into web-page

some of these scripts are already written 11 / 12



Conclusion

1. We have done identical workflows for both tools: Coverity and Cppcheck, while 

workflow for COVERITY has been approved already one year. 

2. Based on these experiences, soon we will be able to automate whole scanning and 

delivering process.

3. After automatization, we can propose it for Continuous Integration on GitLab.
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mariam.pirtskhalava@cern.ch
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